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Readings
• Required:
R
i d Jaeger,
J
2010 (20+
(20 pp);
) Aylett
A l & Turk
T k 2006 (11
(11pp))
• Suggested: Genzel & Charniak, 2002; Levy & Jaeger, 2007;
Moscoso del Prado Martin, submitted; Qian and Jaeger, 2010,
2011
• Technical reading (optional): Shannon (1948)

[2]

Plan
• Uniform
U if
information
i f
i density
d i
[Jaeger, 2006, 2010, 2011; Levy and Jaeger, 2007; see also Aylett and Turk, 2004,
2006]

• Constant Entropy Rate: Evidence and Critique
[Genzel and Charniak, 2002, 2003; Keller, 2004; Moscoso del Prado Martin, 2011;
Piantadosi & Gibson, 2008; Qian and Jaeger, 2009, 2010, 2011, submitted]

• Today: Focus on results; next time: interpretation
– B
Beginning
i i to lilinkk computational
i
l llevell considerations
id
i
about
b
efficient communication to mechanisms:

[3]

Part 1
Beyond the lexicon –
the distribution of information across
the linguistic signal

[4]

Signall reducttion

‘Choice points’
Inter clausal Move
Inter‐clausal:
Mo e the triangle to the left.
left
Select the triangle. Move it to the left.
Phrasal level: She g
gave {{him the key/the
y
keyy to him}}
She already ate (dinner)
She stabbed him (with a knife).
She
h met him/Tom/my
h /
/ friend
f
yesterday.
Word level:
I read a book (that) she wrote.
Morphology:
II’ve\have
ve\have gone there.
Phonology:
t/d‐deletion; final cluster reduction;
vowel weakening
Phonetics:
formant energies
energies, F1/F2 ratio
ratio, speech rate
[5]

Preferences at choice points

If language production system is organized to facilitate
efficient and robust communication …
 Given a choice point, speakers prefer to keep the amount of
information transmitted per unit signal uniform (= uniform
information density, UID) .
[Jaeger, 2006, 2010; Levy & Jaeger, 2007; based on/extending
/
Genzel & Charniak,
2002; Aylett & Turk. 2004; van Son & Pols, 1998]

[6]

Signall reducttion  IInformaation?

Inter clausal Move
Inter‐clausal:
Mo e the triangle to the left.
left
Select the triangle. Move it to the left.
Phrasal level: She g
gave {{him the key/the
y
keyy to him}}
She already ate (dinner)
She met him/Tom/my friend yesterday.
She
h stabbed
bb him
h (with
( h a kknife).
f )
Word level:
I read a book (that) she wrote.
Morphology:
II’ve\have
ve\have gone there.
Phonology:
t/d‐deletion; final cluster reduction;
vowel weakening
Phonetics:
formant energies
energies, F1/F2 ratio
ratio, speech rate
[7]

Questions
• What
Wh is
i known?
k
?
• What are the open question?
– Empirically
– Theoretically

[8]

Word Duration in Spontaneous Speech
Information(mind) =
-log p(mind)=
-log p(mind) ≈
-log
log p(mind | degrade the)

Information(mind) ≈

>
-log
log p(mind | on my)

[9]

[Figure 2 from
Aylett and Turk, 2004]
[10]

Some results

[Figure 5 from Aylett and Turk, 2004]
[11]

Prosody as a mechanism to modulate
word duration and articulatory detail

[Figure 7 from Aylett and Turk, 2004]
[12]

Discounting prosodic boundaries

[Figure 7 from Aylett and Turk, 2004]
[13]

Phonetic reduction in non
non‐‐
conversational speech

[Figures 4 and 5 from Aylett and Turk, 2006]

[14]

Some open questions
• Wh
Why are the
h effects
ff
off predictability
di bili on phonetic
h
i reduction
d i so
variable?
[cf. Bell et al., 2003, 2009;
Table 10 from Bell et al 2009
shown to the right]

[15]

Beyond duration: Centralization
based on syllable predictability
[Aylett & Turk, 2006]

[Figures 6 and 7 from Aylett
and Turk, 2006]
[16]

Beyond duration: Center of gravity
based on segment information
[van Son and Pols, 2003; also van Son and van Santen, 2005]

[Figures 4 and 6 from
van Son and Pols, 2003]
[17]

The information carried by a segment
• Pols
P l et al.l (1998):
(1998)
• To account for the predictability of the word due to its
distributional (contextual) properties, van Son and Pols (2003)
extend this measure (following MacDonald and Shillcock,
2001):

Adjustment
Adj
t
t ffor average predictability
di t bilit off word
d in
i context
t t
(ideally, we’d like to use the actual predictability in context)
[18]

[Illustrating variability in phonetic reduction across words for the most
frequent function words in Switchboard, Post and Jaeger, 2010]

[19]

Some open questions
• H
How can these
h
effects
ff
b related
be
l d to mechanistic
h i i models
d l off
language production? How do they relate to questions about
audience design?
[cf. Arnold, 2008; Bard et al., 1999; Bard and Aylett, 2005; Gahl et al., submitted;
Galati and Brennan, 2010; Gregory, 2000; Jaeger and Buz, in progress; Yao, 2010]

[20]

Efficient Morpho‐
Morpho‐Syntactic Production
[Frank and Jaeger, 2008]

Pres. Clinton did n’t/not
/
have …

[21]

Estimating the information carried
by
b a contractible
t tibl element
l
t
Clinton
l
d
did
d
w‐2

NOT

w‐1

h
have
…

W

I(NOT | context)

Information theoretic definition of
Shannon information content

=
-log p(NOT | context)

≈

Use trigram model to estimate
probability (backoff)

-log p(NOT | “Clinton did ”)

=
-log [ p(“not” | “Clinton did ”) + p(“n’t” | “Clinton did ”) ]
[22]

Efficient Morpho‐
Morpho‐Syntactic Production
[Frank and Jaeger, 2008]

Pres. Clinton did n’t/not
/
have …

[23]

Data
[Frank and Jaeger, 2008]

• Extracted from a corpus of spontaneous American English
speech (Switchboard, 800k sentences in 650 dialogues)
– Only cases that are contractible in American English are included
(e.g. not “I have/*’ve a car”.).
– HAVE:
– NOT:
– BE:

e.g. ’d vs. had
n’t vs. not
e.g. ’ss vs. is

(>2,400 contractible cases)
(> 5,000 contractible cases)
(> 9,000 contractible cases)

[24]

Analysis
[Frank and Jaeger, 2008]

• Mixed logit model to analyze when speakers
speakers’ choose full
over contracted forms depending on the information
carried by it.
p full 
logitp full   ln


preduced 
  log p NOT | wi 1    log p NOT | wi 1 

 X Controls  Controls  Zb

• Simultaneously controlling for:
–
–
–
–
–
–

Position in intonational phrase
Complexity
l
off upcoming materiall
Complexity of host (e.g. pronominality, number of words)
Speech
p
rate and fluencyy ((e..gg p
presence of filled p
pauses))
Social effects (gender, education)
Random effects for individual differences

[25]

Replicated for
[Frank and Jaeger, 2008]

{WAS,WERE, AM, ARE, IS, WILL}

{HAD, HAS, HAVE}

[26]

Summary
• On the one hand:
– Pretty solid evidence that reduction is correlated with
redundancy, frequency of use, collocation, information density,
and/or alike

• On the other hand:
– A variety of theories that make similar predictions but differ
conceptually and these theories have not been pitched against
each
h other:
th
• Spreading activation [cf. Arnold, 2008; Bard and Aylett, 2005]
• Strategic coordination of planning and articulation [cf. Bell et al.,
2009]

• Automatization/chunking [Bybee, 2001, 2007; Bybee and Thompson,

1997; Bybee and Scheibman, 1999; Thompson and Mulac, 1991; cf. also
exemplar‐based models, Pierrehumbert, 2001]
• Communicative
C
i ti utility
tilit [Aylett
[A l tt and
d Turk,
T k 2004,
2004 2006;
2006 van Son
S and
d Pols,
P l
2003; Jaeger, 2006, 2010; Levy and Jaeger, 2007]
[27]

Activation‐‐based models
Activation

[Figure 2 from Dell 1986]

[28]

Activation and Reduction
• “[
“[…]] when
h reference
f
is
i predictable
di bl it
i facilitates
f ili
production
d i
processes, making the expressions shorter, more fluent, and
lower in pitch” (Arnold, 2008)

[29]

Incremental activation‐
activation‐based accounts
I saw three
th
buses.
b
• Revised availability account:
– p(r |I saw th)
– p(ee|I saw thr)
– …

• Q: Could an account like this explain the effects of information
density on morphological contraction?

[30]

‘Storage’/‘automatization’/
‘Storage’/‘automatization
’/
‘entrenchment’
entrenchment accounts
[Bybee and Scheibman, 1999]

• “The more often two elements are used together, the more tightly they
will be fused or bonded phonologically and semantically, and thus the
tighter their constituency.” [p. 576]
• “Among the effects of repetition on grammar (see Bybee and Thompson
1997), two are of special importance to our understanding of the change of
constituent structure in grammaticization: chunking (automatization) and
l i l autonomy.
lexical
t
IIn chunking
h ki (H
(Haiman
i
1994) a ffrequently
1994),
tl repeated
t d
stretch of speech becomes automated as a processing unit. […]. At the
same time, high levels of usage also lead to autonomy. High‐frequency
collocations weaken their association with related items, as when, for
example, be supposed to [sposte] (showing phonological assimilation) takes
on functions increasingly less related to the meaning of suppose.” [p. 577]
• “When
When sequences of neuromotor routines are repeated,
repeated their execution
becomes more fluent. This increased fluency is the result of the
establishment of a new routine, as when a group of words comes to be
processed as a single unit (Anderson 1993, Boyland 1996). In the new

[31]

‘Storage’/‘automatization’/
‘Storage’/‘automatization
’/
‘entrenchment’
entrenchment accounts
[Bybee, 2007]

• “Wh
“When sequences off neuromotor
t routines
ti
are repeated,
t d th
their
i execution
ti
becomes more fluent. This increased fluency is the result of the
establishment of a new routine, as when a group of words comes to be
processed as a single unit (Anderson 1993,
1993 Boyland 1996).
1996) In the new
routine articulatory gestures reduce and overlap as the routine is
repeated.” [p. 715]
• Pro: Could explain why we reduce even when it’s bad for communication
(cf. announcements by flight attendants; can’t vs. can).
• Q: What does this view miss? (Hint: think of professional sports, where
people repeat an action over and over again or when you learn something
and it becomes automatic)

[32]

Conventionalization
• Are reduction effects partially due to phonologization or
lexicalization (e.g. storage of reduced forms)?
– Interestingly, there is some evidence that the average
predictability of words rather than the contextualized
predictability matters for phonological deletion.
deletion [cf.
[cf Table 3 and 6
from Cohen Priva, 2008]

[33]

Different types of reduction
• What is the relation between shorteningg [e.g.
g Aylett
y
et al., 2004,
2006; Bell et al., 2003, 2009], reduced articulation [e.g. Bybee and
Scheibman, 1999; Bell et al., 2003; van Son and Pols, 2003; van Son and van Santen,
2005], phoneme omission [e.g. Bybee and Scheibman, 1999; Bell et al.,
2003; Cohen Priva, 2008; Gahl and Garnsey, 2004], massive phonological

reduction [e.g. Johnson, 2004], and morphological contraction [e.g.
Frank & Jaeger, 2008]?

[Table 1 from Bybee
and Scheibman, 1999]

[34]

